Epidemiologists frequently encounter studies with ordered responses. Standard ordered response logit models, such as the cumulative logit (a.k.a. proportional odds) and continuationratio models, 1 constrain the effect of a treatment or exposure X to have an equivalent effect on transitioning among thresholds of an ordered response Y. A recent review 2 and commentary 3 on regression models for ordinal response data underscored the need to assess the assumption of homogeneity of thresholdspecific effects in models that provide a single effect estimate collapsed over thresholds. Herein, we use an empirical example to explicate a simple method to fit unconstrained, partially and fully constrained continuation-ratio models as mentioned by Armstrong and Sloan. 4 In addition, we evaluate some of the statistical properties of the proposed method by Monte Carlo simulation.
Continuation-ratio Model
Consider an ordered response Y, and a vector of covariates x, collected on N subjects. To such data, one may fit a fully constrained continuation-ratio model of the form where the y j are the thresholds or cut-points along the Y continuum, the α j represent baseline logits of conditional response probabilities, and β are the log odds ratios relating components of x to the ordered response Y. Note that β in model 1 does not depend on j, the point at which Y is dichotomized.
To clarify, if Y has k levels, k-1 logits are formed. For example, a 4-level ordered response, Y = [1, 2, 3, 4] would have j = 3 logit comparisons: one for each threshold (1 → 2, 2 → 3, 3 → 4). In the continuation-ratio formulation of an ordered model, the three specific logit comparisons are: level 2+ versus level 1, level 3+ versus level 2, and level 4 versus level 3. There are alternative formulations of the ordered model which may better suit a specific application, such as the cumulative logit model (which compares levels 2+ versus 1, levels 3+ versus 1 and 2, and level 4 versus 1-3) and the adjacent-category logit model (which compares level 2 versus level 1, 3 versus 2, and 4 versus 3). Greenland 5 gives some biological considerations that can be used to make initial choices among the formulations. In particular, the continuation-ratio model is recommended when the underlying outcome is irreversible, in the sense that upon attaining level j a subject's response cannot revert to a lower level.
For a fully constrained continuation-ratio model (model 1), the estimated continuation log odds ratio, βˆ, is a weighted average of the j threshold-specific continuation log odds ratios. In an unconstrained continuation-ratio model of the form the β j are the threshold-specific continuation log odds ratios.
As the fully constrained model is nested within the unconstrained model, the difference in -2 log likelihoods (deviances) Epidemiologists frequently encounter studies with ordered responses. Standard ordered response logit models, such as the continuation ratio model, constrain exposure to have a homogenous effect across thresholds of the ordered response. We demonstrate a method for fitting regression models for unconstrained, partially or fully constrained continuation odds ratios using a 'person-threshold' data set. For each subject, we create a separate record for each response threshold the subject is 'at risk' of passing and then apply standard binary logistic regression to estimate the continuation-ratio model. An example demonstrates the unconstrained, partially and fully constrained continuation-ratio model, while a small simulation study examines some properties of the proposed 'person-threshold' approach. Finally, we present a brief discussion of statistical software to implement the method.
provides a test of the validity of the assumption that the thresholdspecific continuation odds ratios are equal, distributed as a χ 2 variate under the null with degrees of freedom (d.f.) equal to the difference in the number of parameters between the nested models. Interval estimation for βˆis conducted using the standard formula for a (1 -α/2)% confidence interval based on the asymptotic standard error, βˆ± t 1-α/2 √ ---var(βˆ). The method we espouse is accomplished by rearranging the data in a fashion parallel to discrete person-time logit models for survival analysis. 6, 7 Each subject receives a number of records equal to the number of response thresholds for which he or she was 'at risk' of passing. Subjects had to have passed the previous threshold to be 'at risk' for the next threshold. A standard binary logit model may then be applied to analyse the rearranged 'personthreshold' data and to derive estimates of the continuation log odds ratios from models 1 or 2, depending on specification.
Example
In Table 1 , we provide data presented by Ananth and Kleinbaum, 2 and re-analysed by Cole. 3 These data reflect the degree of perinatal laceration (none, 1°, 2°, 3°and 4°), an ordered response, in relation to a midline episiotomy (further details about these data are available in ref.
2). Because degree of laceration is irreversible, the continuation-ratio model (model 1) is a reasonable starting formulation. To expand the data to a personthreshold format, each subject receives one observation for each threshold for which the subject is at risk. This person-threshold data formulation explicitly weights the subjects' contributions as is necessary to recover the summary continuation odds ratio, which is a weighted average of threshold specific odds ratios. As can be seen in Table 2 , the multiple observations for a subject in the person-threshold data set all have the same X and Y values (parallel to time-constant variables in a person-time data set). A threshold variable Threshold marks which of j thresholds the record corresponds to, while an indicator variable Pass is set to one if the threshold was passed and zero otherwise. Therefore, each subject may have at most one observation with Pass equal zero. Following the argument by Cox, 8 these contributions may be considered conditionally independent observations. Using the person-threshold data set, a binary logistic model regressing Pass on X and including indicator variables for the j thresholds fits a fully constrained continuation-ratio model. Interactions between the indicators of threshold level and the covariate of interest X are created to model the effect of the covariate on each threshold and thereby to estimate and test the thresholdspecific effects of X on Y. These exposure-by-threshold interactions are analogs to exposure-by-time interactions in pooled logistic regression, which can be used to test the assumption of proportional hazards. Modification to these interactions allows a general method for relaxing constraints for the X effect over thresholds. For example, including all the threshold-specific interactions with X allows an unconstrained continuation-ratio model with a log odds ratio for each threshold, while fitting a fully constrained model with no threshold-specific interactions produces a single summary continuation log odds ratio.
As can be seen in Table 3 , for our example data the fully constrained model provides a continuation odds ratio of 3.15, which is actually a weighted average of the threshold-specific continuation odds ratios provided by the unconstrained model (2.89, 9.88, 6.71 and 1.51). Here, the assumption of equal slopes, or equal β's, is not justified. A model which allows the individual β's to vary (unconstrained) shows marked improvement in fit over the fully constrained model based on a comparison of deviances from nested models (χ 2 test of 24.4 (5374.8-5350.3) on 3 d.f., P Ͻ 0.001).
One may conjecture that the effect of midline episiotomy on transiting from no laceration to 1°or greater lacerations may differ from the remaining transitions (we use this conjecture to illustrate the implementation of partial constraints). Under such a conjecture, one may want to fit a partially constrained continuation-ratio model, as shown in Table 3 . Here, the conjecture is somewhat compatible with the data, as the incremental increase in fit by separately estimating the two middle thresholds is almost null (χ 2 = 0.5 (5350.8-5350.3) on 1 d.f., P = 0.479). It is cautioned that such partially constrained models may capitalize on chance and should be either strictly stated in a prior research protocol or put to a rigorous test of sensitivity analysis, such as by resampling the data.
Simulations
To examine this method of fitting continuation-ratio models, we performed a limited Monte Carlo simulation study. We randomly generated independent observations of data D = (X, Y), where Table 2 Person-threshold data for five hypothetical subjects rearranged from Table 1 X was a binary variable and Y was a 3-level ordinal response dependent on X through the model First, we generated X with probability 0.5. Then, we set α j = (0, -0.4) so that the distribution of Y under a null effect of X was 50% with Y = 0, 30% with Y = 1 and 20% with Y = 2. We varied β j between 0 and 1, providing three scenarios. We present average (of 5000 replications) point estimates, standard errors and coverage probabilities of the 95% CI, as well as, the standard deviation of the 5000 point estimates as a robust measure of the standard error for the constrained and unconstrained continuation-ratio models. The proposed method, using a person-threshold data set, appeared unbiased (on average, the method recovered the true point estimate, Table 4 ). Asymptotic standard errors were nearly equivalent to the robust standard errors, and coverage of the 95% CI was uniformly nominal for correctly specified models. One exception to the forgoing statement was a slight, but apparent, underestimation of the standard error for the second threshold-specific continuation log odds ratio in unconstrained models. For example, in the first scenario of Table 4 when the true continuation log odds ratios were both 0, the average estimated standard error for the second threshold was 0.416, while the robust standard error was 0.426.
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As expected, the model that incorrectly specified homogenous threshold-specific effects of X demonstrated a weighted average of the two threshold-specific log odds ratios and subnominal 95% CI coverage.
Discussion
This proposed method for fitting continuation-ratio models improves upon a standard fully constrained model by allowing for greater flexibility in fitting the effects of covariates, while requiring only a binary logistic regression model with indicators for thresholds. Such binary logistic regression models are common to all major statistical software packages. The person-threshold formulation easily generalizes to include multiple covariates to account for confounding and interactions among covariates to assess effect measure modification. The formulation of the person-threshold data set can be easily programmed using standard statistical software packages with data management capabilities, such as SAS. A copy of the SAS program that was developed to analyse the perinatal laceration data set is available upon request.
Compared to a fully constrained model, a partially or totally unconstrained continuation ratio model will have less efficiency (due to the increased number of parameters) but likely will represent the threshold-specific exposure effects better when these effects are not homogenous. This is a straightforward example of the omnipresent tradeoff between bias and efficiency log Pr( |
CONTINUATION ODDS RATIOS 1381 in statistics. We should note that the constrained continuation log odds ratio estimated in Table 3 does not equal that generated by the SAS program LOGISTIC formulated for the continuationratio model. The difference is due to the choice of link function; in our analyses we chose the logit link rather than the complementary log-log link function as proposed by Laara and Matthews 9 for continuation-ratio models. When a response variable has more than two levels, the SAS program LOGISTIC makes the ordered logit comparisons Pr(Y Ͼ y j | X = x) versus Pr(Y р y j | X = x) for all j. Therefore, with the (default) logit link the SAS program LOGISTIC fits a proportional odds model. Alternatively, with a complementary log-log link the SAS program LOGISTIC fits a cumulative complimentary log-log model, which estimates a log odds ratio mathematically equivalent to a complementary log-log continuation-ratio model. 9 Analogous to our extension of the continuation-ratio model to fully and partially constrained models, Peterson and Harrell 10 extended the cumulative logit model to allow non-proportional odds. In particular, their methods include the unconstrained ( j parameters for each covariate) and constrained (by specifying constraints based on trends in log odds ratios) non-proportional odds models, however such models are difficult to implement in currently available statistical software.
In conclusion, the proposed alternative method for fitting continuation-ratio models allows great flexibility over the assumption of homogeneity of threshold-specific covariate effects, and may allow more appropriate application of models for ordered responses. Such models will be of great benefit to epidemiologists who frequently encounter studies with ordered responses.
